Instructions For The End Of The World
*All text is spoken as a voice over PA announcement. Kira is center stage and
demonstrates non verbally using props along with the text a la a flight attendant
demonstration. Other Neo’s are placed throughout the space, and demonstrate
non verbally in the same manner pantomiming without props.
GO
Kira:
Good evening and welcome to the Neo-Futurarium. Thank you for your attention while
important information is reviewed. Please follow along with the attendant located
nearest to you.
Take a moment now to locate the most accessible exit. No. Not that exit. Not the exit of
this room. The exit of your current lifestyle, your current habits, your current state of
mind. If at any point you realize this is in fact an emergency, please use your most
accessible exit.
We hope you are comfortably situated in your state of denial, but please adhere to
these guidelines in order to keep the world running smoothly.
Your New York Times subscription serves as an approved means to appear engaged in
the current political climate.
Kira pulls out an ipad to demonstrate on the screen along with the VO.
Briefly read the headline, tap notification on your device, then swipe left to clear from
the screen and your awareness.
When traveling on foot or on public transportation, always wear protective
headphones,
Kira pulls out headphones.
so as not to encourage unwanted engagement with the world.
Be sure to reduce your waste by purchasing and using sustainable items when it is
convenient.
Kira displays a reusable water bottle.
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It is imperative that you do not contribute one more plastic straw to the trash pollution
gathering in the oceans. Carry your reusable straw with you at all times.
Kira displays a set of keys with a straw keychain.
Simply take it out of the storage container. Pull gently on the bottom end to expand.
Thoroughly cleaning after every use is optional.
In the case of an unexpected purchase, use the standard issue reusable bag.
A reusable bag stuffed in its pouch drops down from a dropbox CS.
Simply release the clasp and unravel from the storage pouch. The bag will inflate with
use.
Kira slings the bag over her shoulder.
At this time make sure your baggage, in whatever form, is safely stowed away. All
baggage should be kept to yourself. Out of sight, out of mind.
Remember DO NOT carry anyone else’s baggage unless you can safely carry your own. If
anyone leaves unattended baggage with you, please seek professional help
immediately.
Always remember, help yourself before assisting others.
Once again, thank you for joining us at the Neo-Futurarium. From all of us here at the
Neo-Futurists we hope you enjoy your journey to the end of the world.
NEXT
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